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Area laws for entanglement in quantum many-body systems give useful information about their
low-temperature behaviour and are tightly connected to the possibility of good numerical simula-
tions. An intuition from quantum many-body physics suggests that an area law should hold when-
ever there is exponential decay of correlations in the system, a property found for instance in non-
critical phases of matter. However the existence of quantum data-hiding states – i.e. states having
very small correlations, yet a volume scaling of entanglement – was believed to be a serious obstruc-
tion to such an implication. Here we prove that notwithstanding the phenomena of data hiding,
one-dimensional quantum many-body states satisfying exponential decay of correlations always ful-
fil an area law. To obtain the result we combine several recent advances in quantum information
theory, thus showing the usefulness of the field for addressing problems in other areas of physics.
Certain properties of the lowest-energy state, the
groundstate, of a quantum many-body Hamiltonian
give a lot of information about the physics of the model
at zero or low temperatures. A well-studied property
is the decay of correlations between different regions,
which can be used to identify the phase of the model [1].
Another property is the amount of entanglement in the
state. It was first analysed in relation to the black hole
entropy problem [2–4] and more recently also in the con-
text of quantum many-body physics [5–10]. This is an
interesting quantity to study not only because of the re-
source character of entanglement in quantum informa-
tion science [11, 12], but also because it can be used to
elucidate aspects of the physics of the system, such as
whether it is close to criticality [5, 9]. Another motiva-
tion comes from the fact that large amounts of entan-
glement in a quantum state usually renders its classical
simulation infeasible. Thus it is interesting to find out
in which cases there is only limited entanglement in the
system, which many times is known to lead to good nu-
merical methods to simulate it [10, 13–15].
Is there a relation between these two properties? To
answer this question is the main goal of the paper. But
before turning to it, let us define more precisely the two
notions.
Decay of Correlations: Given a bipartite (mixed) quantum
state ρXY , we quantify the correlations between X and
Y by
Cor(X : Y ) (1)
:= max
‖M‖≤1,‖N‖≤1
|tr((M ⊗N)(ρXY − ρX ⊗ ρY ))|.
where ‖M‖ is the operator norm of M , given by the
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maximum eigenvalue of (M†M)1/2. Such correlation
function generalizes two-point correlation functions,
widely studied in condensed matter physics, in which
both X and Y are composed of a single site.
We say a quantum state |ψ〉1,...,n composed of n qubits
defined on a finite dimensional lattice has ξ-exponential
decay of correlations if for every two regions X and Y
separated by l sites,
Cor(X : Y ) ≤ 2−l/ξ. (2)
Here ξ is the correlation length of the state. Such a form
of exponential decay of correlations is sometimes also
termed the exponential clustering property (see e.g. [16–
18]) and is expected to appear in non-critical phases of
matter, where there is a notion of correlation length. In-
deed it has been proved that groundstates of gapped
Hamiltonians always satisfy Eq. (2), with a ξ of order
of the inverse spectral gap of the model [16, 19–21].
Scaling of Entanglement: Given a bipartite pure state
|ψ〉XY we define the entanglement of X with Y as
[11, 12].
E(|ψ〉XY ) = H(ρX) = −tr(ρX log ρX), (3)
with ρX the reduced density matrix of |ψ〉XY on the re-
gion X and H(ρX) its von Neumann entropy.
Starting with the work of Bekenstein on the entropy
of black holes [2–4] and later also in the context of quan-
tum spin systems [6, 7] and quantum harmonic systems
[8, 9], an increasing body of evidence appeared sug-
gesting that states corresponding to the ground or to
low-lying energy eigenstates of local models satisfy an
area law [5], i.e. the entanglement of a contiguous re-
gion is proportional to its boundary, and not to its vol-
ume (which is the typical behaviour for most quantum
states). In a ground-breaking work, Hastings proved
that this is indeed the case for one-dimensional systems
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2[10]: 1D gapped Hamiltonians with a unique ground-
state always obey an area law, which in this case means
that the entanglement of any contiguous region is upper
bounded by a constant independent of the size of the re-
gion.
FIG. 1: Exponential decay of correlations intuitively suggests
area law. (a) The intuition is exemplified in a simple man-
ner by a state consisting of entangled pairs of neighbouring
particles. There the correlations are of fixed length 2, as only
neighbours are correlated. The particles connected by an edge
are in the pure state ψ = 1
2
(|00〉+ |11〉), and so only the pairs
crossing the boundary contribute to the entropy of the region
inside the boundary; (b) For 1D states an area law implies
that the entropy of an interval is constant. Again for a sys-
tem of entangled pairs, only one pair cut the boundary; (c-d)
A general intuitive argument is the following: If the distance
of two parts A and C is larger than the correlation length,
the reduced state ρAC should be close to a product state:
ρAC ≈ ρA ⊗ ρC , then suggesting that the system B can be
divided into subsytems B1 and B2 such that the total pure
state ψABC is close to product state ψAB1 ⊗ ψAB2 . However
for pure bipartite states, the entropy cannot exceed the size
of any of subsystems. Therefore S(A) ≤ S(B1) ≈ O(ξ), and
we would obtain that entropy of any interval is constant and
proportional to the correlation length ξ.
Exponential Decay of Correlations versus Area Law: We can
now turn to the question of whether the two notions
introduced above are related. It is a well-known intu-
ition from quantum many-body physics that exponen-
tial decay of correlations suggests the entanglement of
the state should satisfy an area law [13]. Indeed, con-
sider a quantum state |ψ〉ABC as in Fig 1c), with B the
boundary region between A and C. If there is exponen-
tial decay of correlations in |ψ〉 and the separation be-
tween A and C is of order of the correlation length of
the state, Awill have almost no correlations with C, and
one would expect the entanglement of A with BC to be
only due to correlations with the region B, thus obeying
an area law.
Perhaps surprisingly, the argument presented above
is flawed. This is because there are quantum states for
which A and C have almost no correlations, yet A has
very large entropy. This is not only a pathological case
among quantum states, but it is actually the general rule:
The overwhelming majority of quantum states will have
such peculiar type of correlations, whenever the regions
A andC have approximately equal sizes [22] (see Fig. 2).
Quantum states with this property are termed quantum
data hiding states, due to their use in hiding correlations
(and information) from local measurements [23]. This
peculiar kind of quantum correlations has been studied
in quantum information theory with an eye on crypto-
graphic applications. Interestingly here they appear as
an obstacle to understanding correlations in quantum
many-body states.
Quantum data-hiding states, and the related quantum
expander states [24, 25], have been largely thought of
been an obstruction for obtaining an area law for entan-
glement entropy from exponential decay of correlations
(see e.g. [10, 13, 24–30]). Our main result shows that
such a no-go implication, at least for states defined on a
1-dimensional lattice, is in fact false:
Theorem 1. Let |ψ〉1,...,n be a state defined on a line with
ξ-exponential decay of correlations. Then for any connected
region X ⊂ [n],
H(X) ≤ c exp (c′ log(ξ)ξ) , (4)
with c, c′ > 0 universal constants.
The result can be considered as an strengthening of
the result of [10], which proved an area law for 1D states
with similar parameters under the assumption that the
state is a groundstate of a gapped model.
An interesting class of models to which we can ap-
ply the result are (disordered) Hamiltonians exhibiting
many-body localization (or a mobility gap) [31, 32]. It has
been recently established that their groundstates satisfy
exponential decay for correlations [31, 32], yet an area
law for one-dimensional systems was not known before,
since the models are not gapped in general. A direct
consequence of Theorem 1 is that groundstates of one-
dimensional models with a mobility gap [31] (or having
many-body localization in the sense of [32]) always fulfil
an area law; in particular using the result of Ref. [32] that
3the XY model with random coefficients exhibits many-
body localization, we find that its groundstate satisfies
an area law.
We note the exponential dependence of the entropy
bound with the correlations length. For groundstates
of gapped Hamiltonians one has recently sharpened the
area law of [10] to obtain a linear dependence of en-
tanglement with the spectral gap [33]. It is an interest-
ing question whether a similar scaling can be obtained
merely from the assumption of exponential decay of cor-
relations. Another important open question is whether
a similar result can be established in higher dimensions.
For d ≥ 2 an area law is not known even assuming the
state is the groundstate of a gapped local Hamiltonian.
FIG. 2: Data hiding as an obstruction. (a) In quantum infor-
mation theory there is the phenomenon of data hiding: one
can find bipartite states ρAC which can be very well discrim-
inated e.g. from the maximally mixed state if one has access
to both subsystems A and C, but are indistinguishable from
the maximally mixed state by parties that can only make
local measurements on the subsystems. Such states can be
obtained by picking a random pure tripartite state |ψ〉ABC of
n qubits, with B having a small fraction of the total number
of qubits. These states have decaying correlations (for the
above range of sizes of B), but their subsystems A and C are
almost maximally mixed, hence following a volume law. This
shows the intuitive argument of Fig. 1 is flawed: the state
ρAC of Fig. 1 can be far away from any product state (in a
trace norm or fidelity, as needed to carry over the argument
outlined in Fig. 1), as the case for data hiding states; (b)
However, random states have strong correlations in a differ-
ent partition. If we divide it into subsystems A′B′C′ such
that the number of qubits of A′B′ is smaller than that of C′,
then ρA′B′ is very close to the maximally mixed state τA′⊗τB′
in trace distance, and by the decoupling argument [41, 42] C′
can be divided into C′1C
′
2 such that ψA′C′1 is maximally en-
tangled. Hence correlations between A′ and C′ are of order
of 1.
Implications and Applications: One consequence of our re-
sult is an approximation of a state |ψ〉1,...,n with expo-
nential decay of correlations in terms of a matrix prod-
uct state [13, 14] of small bond dimension. A matrix
product representation of the state |ψ〉1,...,n is given by
|ψ〉1,...,n =
d∑
i1=1
...
d∑
in=1
tr(A[1]i1 ...A
[n]
in
)|i1, ..., in〉, (5)
with D × D matrices A[j], j ∈ [n]. The parameter D is
termed bond dimension and measures the complexity of
the matrix product representation. When D = poly(n)
the quantum state |ψ〉1,...,n admits an efficient classical
description in terms of its matrix product representa-
tion, with only polynomially many parameters and in
which expectation values of local observables can be cal-
culated efficiently. We call such states themselves matrix
product states (MPS).
Corollary 2. Let |ψ〉1,...,n be a state defined on a line with ξ-
exponential decay of correlations. For every δ > 0 and integer
k, there is a matrix product state |φD〉 of bond dimensionD =
poly(k, 1/δ) such that for every contiguous region R of less
than k sites,
‖tr\R(|ψ〉〈ψ|)− tr\R(|φD〉〈φD|)‖1 ≤ δ. (6)
with tr\R the partial trace over the complement of R.
We note that strictly speaking the corollary above
does not follow directly from Theorem 4, but rather from
a strengthened version given in Theorem 17 in the meth-
ods section (see [51] for details).
Thus one-dimensional pure quantum states with ex-
ponential decay of correlations have a very simple struc-
ture, admitting a classical efficient parametrization. In
fact the most successful numerical method presently
known for computing low-energy properties of one-
dimensional models, the density matrix renormalization
group (DMRG) [15], is a variational method over the
class of MPS. Corollary 2 shows that one should expect
DMRG to work well whenever the model is such that its
groundstate has rapidly decaying correlations.
A second consequence of Theorem I concerns the cen-
tral question in quantum information science of under-
standing which properties are behind the apparent su-
periority of quantum computation over classical com-
putation. A fruitful approach in this direction is to find
conditions under which quantum circuits have an effi-
cient classical simulation (see e.g. [34–40]), hence find-
ing properties a quantum circuit ought to have if it is
supposed to give a superpolynomial speed-up.
An interesting result in this direction is the following
[34]: Unless a quantum computation in the circuit model
involves states that violate an area law, with the entropy
of a certain subregion being bigger than the logarithmic
of the number of qubits, it can be simulated classically
in polynomial time. A direct consequence of this result
and Theorem 1 is the following:
Corollary 3. Consider a family of quantum circuits V =
Vk...V2V1 acting on n qubits arranged in a ring and composed
4of two qubit gates Vk. Let |ψt〉 := Vt...V2V1|0n〉 be the state
after the t-th gate has been applied. Then if there is a constant
ξ independent of n such that, for all n and t ∈ [n], |ψt〉 has ξ-
exponential decay of correlations, one can classically simulate
the evolution of the quantum circuit in poly(n, k) time.
The corollary says that one must have at least alge-
braically decaying correlations in a quantum circuit if
it is supposed to solve a classically hard problem more
efficiently. Interestingly such kind of long range corre-
lations are usually associated to critical phases of mat-
ter. From a quantum information perspective, the result
gives a limitation to the possibility of hiding information
in 1D quantum circuits: If correlations are hidden in all
partitions at most times, the computation can be sim-
ulated efficiently classically. Indeed if that is the case,
then the state of the quantum computation at most time
steps will have an efficient matrix product representa-
tion and we can use the results of [34] to give an efficient
classical simulation for it.
Techniques: The key idea of the proof comes from the
analysis of random states given in Fig. 2. There we
could find a partition of the system into three regions
ABC such that A was approximately decoupled from
B (i.e. ρAB was close to ρA ⊗ ρB in trace norm), and
the state on A was close to the maximally mixed state.
Then by Uhlmann’s theorem [41, 42] it follows that A
is strongly correlated with C. Therefore the fact that
the entropy on AB is close to maximum implies a lower
bound on the correlations between A and C. In the gen-
eral caseAB might not have entropy close to maximum,
and so A might not be decoupled from B. However one
can still try to follow the same reasoning by applying a
measurement on A that decouples it from B, i.e. makes
the post-measurement state on AB close to product.
The above problem – of decoupling A from B while
making the state on A maximally mixed – was studied
before and is known as quantum state merging [43, 44].
The name quantum state merging comes from the fact
that in decoupling A from B one merges the original
state in subsystem A to subsystem C, with B being the
reference subsystem (meaning that the B system holds
a purification of the AC system: |ψ〉ABC). Here we
will not be interest in this aspect of the protocol, but
merely in the entanglement distillation rate of the pro-
cess. Given the state |ψ〉⊗nABC ∈ (HA⊗HB⊗HC)⊗n, with
n sufficiently large, consider a random measurement on
(HA)⊗n, consisting of N ≈ 2nI(A:B) Haar distributed
projectors {Pk}Nk=1 of equal dimension summing up to
the identity. Here
I(A : B) := H(A) +H(B)−H(AB) (7)
is the mutual information of A and B. It was
shown in Refs. [43, 44] that with high probabil-
ity the post-measurement state |φ〉A′BnCn := (Pk ⊗
idBnCn)|ψ〉⊗nABC/‖(Pk ⊗ idBnCn)|ψ〉⊗nABC‖ is such that, if
H(B) ≤ H(C),
ρA′Bn ≈ τA′ ⊗ ρBn and |A′| ≈ 2−nH(A|C), (8)
with τA′ the maximally mixed state on A′ and ρA′Bn the
A′Bn reduced density matrix of |φ〉A′BnCn . We say
−H(A|C) := H(C)−H(AC) = H(C)−H(B) (9)
is the entanglement distillation rate of the protocol, as it
gives the number of EPR pairs |φ2〉 := (|00〉 + |11〉)/
√
2
shared byA and C after the random measurement onA.
Here H(A|C) is the conditional entropy of A given the
side information C. Thus considering many copies of
the state and making an appropriate measurement on
A we end up again in the situation where A′ is close
to maximally mixed and decoupled from B, implying
that if H(A|C) < 0, A′ is maximally entangled with
(part of) C. Noting that a maximally entangled state
always displays strong correlations, the argument thus
suggests that in order not to have long-range correla-
tions between A and C one must have H(C) ≤ H(B),
which gives an area law for region C if B has constant
size.
There are two challenges for turning this idea into a
proof. The first concerns the fact that the state merg-
ing protocol of [43, 44] is devised only in the limit of in-
finitely many copies of the state, but in our problem we
have only a single copy of it. The second is the fact that
we only get a particular outcome k only with probability
≈ 2−nI(A:B).
The first challenge is addressed by considering the
recent framework of single-shot quantum information
theory [45–50], which analyses information-theoretical
problems in the regime of a single copy of the commu-
nication resource (e.g. a quantum state or a quantum
channel). For example, one can analyse the rates of state
merging when one only has a single copy of the state.
For that purpose consider the following analogue of the
conditional entropy of a state ρAB , called min condi-
tional entropy [47]:
Hmin(A|B)ρ := max
σ
sup{λ : 2−λIA ⊗ σB ≥ ρAB}, (10)
and the ε-smooth min-entropy of A conditioned on B
given by Hεmin(A|B)ρ := maxρAB∈Bε(ρAB)Hmin(A|B)ρ.
Here Bε(ρAB) is an ε-ball of states around ρAB in trace
norm.
Given ρAC consider an arbitrary purification |φ〉ABC
of ρAC . Then the ε-smooth max entropy of A condi-
tioned on C is defined by duality as [47]:
Hεmax(A|C) := −Hεmin(A|B). (11)
With these analogues of the conditional entropy we
are in position of stating the single-shot version of state
merging. As shown in Ref. [48], there is a protocol
that distils a number of EPR pairs (up to error ε in
5trace norm) given approximately by −Hεmax(A|C), us-
ing a classical communication cost of approximately
Iεmax(A : B) := H
ε
max(A) −Hεmin(A|B). Here Hmax(A) :=
log rank(ρA) is the max entropy of A and Hεmax(A) :=
minρA∈Bε(ρA)Hmax(ρA). Noting that we can write I(A :
B) = H(A)−H(A|B), we see that Iεmax(A : B) plays the
role of the mutual information in the single-shot proto-
col.
The second challenge, in turn, is addressed by ap-
plying the merging protocol in different partitions con-
currently and exploring exponential decay of correla-
tions in each of them. This, together with a result of
[10] concerning the saturation of mutual information be-
tween neighbouring regions in different length scales, is
enough to complete the argument. We outline the main
steps used in the methods section. A full proof is given
in [51].
Conclusions: In this work we proved that for one-
dimensional quantum states an area law for their en-
tanglement entropy follows merely from the fact that
the state has exponential decay of correlations. While
intuitively very natural, the relation of exponential de-
cay of correlations and area law was put into check by
the peculiar kind of correlations embodied in the so-
called quantum data hiding states. The results of the
paper thus show that, despite the difficulties caused by
these type of correlations, the physically motivated in-
tuition is nonetheless correct. In a sense the obstruction
provided by ideas from quantum information theory,
namely the concept of data hiding states, can be over-
come by considering the problem also from the perspec-
tive of quantum information theory. In particular we
employed the central idea in quantum Shannon theory
of decoupling two quantum systems by performing a
random measurement in one of them, as well as recent
developments in the framework of single-shot quantum
information theory. In this respect the results of this pa-
per represent an interesting application of quantum in-
formation theory to another area of physics. It is the
hope that the approach we developed will lead to fur-
ther results on the intersection of information theory
and many-body physics.
I. METHODS
Here we give a sketch of proof of Theorem 1, a full
proof is presented in [51]. First we will present the argu-
ment using the simplifying assumption that the asymp-
totic results (rigorously only valid in the limit of in-
finitely many copies of the state) hold true for a single
copy of the state. Then we present the modifications
necessary in the single-shot framework.
A. Ideas of the proof under i.i.d. simplification
Considering the simplifying assumption that the
merging protocol works for a single copy of the state,
the upshot of the protocol of [44] is that for a tripar-
tite pure state |ψ〉ABC , H(C) ≥ H(B) implies Cor(A :
C) ≥ 2−I(A:B). Indeed, one could first make a random
measurement on A obtaining one of the possible out-
comes with probability 2−I(A:B), distil a maximally en-
tangled state between A and C, and then measure the
correlations in the maximally entangled state. We can
also write the previous relation as saying that for a pure
state |ψ〉ABC :
Cor(A : C) ≤ 2−I(A:B) implies H(C) ≤ H(B). (12)
FIG. 3: Revealing Correlations: Main Steps of the Proof (a)
Saturation lemma: the mutual information between regions
BC and BLBR satisfies I(BC : BLBR) ≤ l; (b) Using state
merging to infer subvolume law from saturation of mutual
information; (c) Using state merging to infer area law from
subvolume law. EDC stands for exponential decay of correla-
tions; the pink region plays the role of the party who makes
the random measurement in the state merging protocol, the
blue region plays the role of the party who obtains the other
half of the maximally entangled state, and the white region
plays the role of the reference party who does not actively
participate in the protocol.
We split the proof of Theorem 1 into three parts.
1. Area Law from Subvolume Law: The first step is to show
how we can obtain an area law from the assumption that
a subvolume law holds true. Consider Fig. 3 (c) where
the chain is split into three regions X , Y , and Z, with Y
composed of 2l sites. Suppose that H(Y ) ≤ l/ξ (the sub-
volume assumption). Then by EDC (exponential decay
of correlations) we find that
Cor(X : Z) ≤ 2−2l/ξ ≤ 2−2H(Y ) ≤ 2−I(X:Y ), (13)
where we used the well-known bound I(X : Y ) ≤
2H(Y ) in the last inequality. Therefore by Eq. (12) we
get H(Z) ≤ H(Y ).
62. Subvolume Law From Small Mutual Information: The
second step is to show that we can get a region with
subvolume law (as required for the first step) from the
assumption that there is a region with small mutual in-
formation. Consider Fig. 3 (b) with BL consisting of 2l
sites, and BL and BR consisting of l sites each, and R
being the remaining region of the chain. Suppose that
I(BC : BLBR) ≤ l/ξ (the small mutual information as-
sumption). Then by EDC we have that
Cor(BC : R) ≤ 2−l/ξ ≤ 2−I(BC :BLBR). (14)
Then by Eq. (12), H(R) ≤ H(BLBR). Thus
H(BC) ≤ H(BC) +H(BLBR)−H(R) (15)
= I(BC : BLBR),
where we used that H(R) = H(BCBLR) as the state
|ψ〉BLBCBRR is pure. But since by assumption I(BC :
BLBR) ≤ l/ξ, we find that indeed H(BC) ≤ l/ξ.
3. Region of Small Mutual Information: The last part of the
proof is to show that there is always a region of small
mutual information. Here we use a result concerning
the saturation of mutual information in a multiparticle
state on different length scales. Consider Fig. 3 (a). The
result states that for all ε > 0 and a particular site s
there exist neighbouring regions BLBCBR at a distance
at most exp(O(1/ε)) sites from s, with BL and BR each
of size l and BC of size 2l, such that
I(BC : BLBR) ≤ εl, (16)
and l ≤ exp(O(1/ε)). In words there is a region
BLBCBR of bounded size and distance from s which
has sublinear mutual information. This result is a minor
adaptation of a result implicit shown by Hastings in [10],
and follows easily by successive applications of subad-
ditivity of the von Neumann entropy (see Ref. [51] for a
proof).
We combine the three steps as follows. First we
choose the regionC for which we would like to prove an
area law (see Fig. 3 (a)). Then from the third step we can
find regions BL, BC , BR, of sizes l, 2l, andl, respectively,
with l = exp(O(ξ)), and at most exp(O(ξ)) sites away
from the boundary of C, such that I(BC : BLBR) ≤ l/ξ.
Then from step two we find that H(BC) ≤ l/ξ. From
step one, in turn, it follows that H(Z) ≤ H(BC) ≤
exp(O(ξ)) (where we set Y = BC). Noting that Z and C
differ by at most exp(O(ξ)), we find that their entropies
can only differ by the same amount. Thus we get that
indeed H(C) ≤ exp(O(ξ)).
B. Single-shot modifications
Theorem 1 follows from the following area law for the
single-shot max entropy:
Theorem 4. Let |ψ〉1,...,n be a state defined on a ring with
ξ-exponential decay of correlations. Then for any connected
region X ⊂ [n],
H2
− l
8ξ
max (X) ≤ c′ exp (c log(ξ)ξ) + l, (17)
with c, c′ > 0 universal constants.
It is well known that Theorem 4 implies Theorem 1
[10, 13].
We now sketch the proof of Theorem 4, adapting the
three steps of the previous section to the proper single-
shot framework. In order to do so we use the following
two analogues of Eq. (12):
−Ho(1)max (A|C) . 0 implies Cor(A : C) & 2−Io(1)max(A:B),
(18)
and
H
o(1)
max (C) & 2Ho(1)max (B) implies Cor(A : C) & 2−3H
o(1)
max (B).
(19)
The notation −Ho(1)max (A|C) . 0 means that
−Hδmax(A|C) ≤ f(δ) for an arbitrary small δ > 0,
where f(δ) is a function only of δ. In this sketch we
will assume that the inequalities are perfectly satis-
fied without the correction terms given by f(δ). The
reader is referred Ref. [51] for details of the argument
considering all the error terms.
Eq. (18) follows directly from the single-shot state
merging protocol of [48], outlined in the main text. Eq.
(19), in turn, is a new result proven in [51], using similar
techniques to the ones used in the other results.
1. Area Law from Subvolume Law: Consider Fig. 3 (c)
again and suppose now that Ho(1)max (Y ) . l/ξ. Then by
EDC we find that Cor(X : Z) ≤ 2−2l/ξ . 2−Ho(1)max(Y ).
Then by Eq. (19), Ho(1)max (Z) . 2Ho(1)max (Y ).
2. Subvolume Law From Small Mutual Information: Con-
sider Fig. 3 (b) and suppose that Io(1)max(BC : BLBR) ≤
l/ξ. By EDC we have that
Cor(BC : R) ≤ 2−l/ξ . 2−Io(1)max (BC :BLBR). (20)
Then by Eq. (18), Ho(1)max (BC |R) & 0. Thus
H
o(1)
max (BC) . Ho(1)max (BC) + Hδmax(BC |R). But since by
duality Ho(1)max (BC |R) = −Ho(1)min (BC |BLBR), we get that
H
o(1)
max (BC) . Ho(1)max (BC)−Ho(1)min (BC |BLBR) (21)
= I
o(1)
max (BC : BLBR).
As by assumption Io(1)max(BC : BLBR) ≤ l/ξ, we find that
indeed Hδmax(BC) . l/ξ.
3. Region of Small Mutual Information: The last part of
the proof is the most technical. It shows a single-shot
7analogue of the previous result on the saturation of mu-
tual information, but now using Imax instead and using
the EDC assumption (it is an open question whether
the result holds for Imax without the EDC assumption).
Consider Fig. 3 (a). The result states that given a state
with EDC, for all ε > 0 and a particular site s there ex-
ist neighbouring regions BLBCBR at a distance at most
exp(O(1/ε) log(1/ε)) sites from s, with BL and BR each
of size l and BC of size 2l, such that
I
o(1)
max (BC : BLBR) . εl, (22)
and l ≤ exp(O(1/ε log(1/ε))). The proof is more in-
volved than in the von Neumann case and uses several
techniques of single-shot information theory, such as the
quantum equipartition property [49], and the quantum
substate theorem [50].
To summarize, we employ the state merging protocol
in the form of Eq. (12) and the assumption of exponen-
tial decay of correlations three times. One in conjunction
with the result about saturation of mutual information
in order to get a region of constant size and not so large
entropy, a second to boost this into an area law for re-
gions of arbitrary size, and a third to prove the satura-
tion of the single-shot mutual information. This finishes
the sketch of the proof. The full proof is given in [51].
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